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Berkley Admin. Says: Go 
Red Sox!

Cameron Charlton
Paul Weisberger

Aries: March 21 - April 19

Taurus: April 20 - May 20

Gemini: May 21 - June 20 

Cancer: June 21 - July 22 

Leo: July 23 - August 23 

Virgo: August 24 - September 23 

Libra: September 24 - October 22 

Scorpio: October 23 - November 21 

Sagittarius: November 22 - December 21 

Capricorn: December 22 - January 19 

Aquarius: January 20 - Feburary 18 

Pisces Feburary 19 - March 20 

This month will be very challenging for you. You will face 
many difficult situations, but none that you are incapable of 
overcoming. Just remember to always view the glass half full, 
and you will be successful.

This month you will have a huge fight with someone close 
to you. Your bond will never be able to recover due to this 
argument. Try your best to stay cardial, or else your social life 
will be forever altered.

Dreary weather means dreary times are ahead for you this 
month. Be prepared for near death by boredom because you 
will be riding solo this April. In order to avoid demise by 
boredom, go out of your comfort zone and let loose for once.

The transit of Neptune signifies variance for the crab this 
moon cycle. Your making could well be your undoing. Make 
calculated risks and keep a level head. Avoid boats and large 
puddles in the sidewalk.

This is your time. It has been a while since the stars have 
aligned in your favor, but the universe is rooting for you 
now. Embrace this chance to be happier and create a positive 
atmosphere around you and your loved ones. Get ready for 
an enjoyable month.

You will come into some money in the near future. Whether or 
not you legally aquire these dolla’ bills is questionable, so just 
watch out for the police; they are most likely coming for you. 
I’d run if I were you.

This month something that you never thought would happen, 
will happen.  Try to prepare for the unknown. Keep your 
eyes open to various possibilities. Something awesome may 
occur!

This is your worst month yet this year. The stars have aligned 
against you, and there is not much you can do. Be ready to 
face hardship, disappointment, and absolute failure soon.

April’s motto for you is, “you’ve got to risk it to get the 
biscuit.” So, take the risks you were previously afraid to, and 
the outcome will surely be to your liking. If you decide to wuss 
out, you will forever regret that decision. 

This month you are going to face serious challenges that you 
will be forced to overcome. They will come in many different 
forms. You should have no worries with this as you are well 
prepared.

You know that feeling when you think this is the month when 
your life will turn for the better? Unfortunately for you, that 
feeling is false and this month will be as bad for you as the 
last one.

This month you will be very lucky, you will receive many 
great gifts that come in forms of good manner rather than 
physical items. But make sure you behave in a kind manner as 
well, or else your good luck will run out.

Horoscopes
Spectator Gypsies ’13 - ’14
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Ads

  

Ted’s Driving School, Inc. 
With this ad, you can take $15 dollars off Segment 1 and $5 off Segment 2 

To register: Call 248-541-1040 or tedsdriving@gmail.com 

Classes held at: Royal Oak Middle School (Dondero), 709 N. Washington 

DATES: 

                        Segment 1                                                            Segment 2 

  

May 6-29 (T W TH) 5:00-7:00                                                 

June 16- July 3 (M T W TH) 4:30-6:30   

July 14-31 (M T W TH) 4:30-6:30 

August 11-28 (M T W TH) 4:30-6:30 

Sept. 16- Oct.9 (T W TH) 5:00-7:00        
*(No class 9/24 & 9/25, instead class        
M 9/22 & 10/6) 

Oct. 21- Nov. 13 (T W TH) 5:00-7:00 

Nov. 24- Dec. 17 (M T W) 5:00-7:00     
*(No class 11/26 & 11/27, instead class Th 
12/4) 

April 29- May 1 (T W TH) 5:00-7:00 

June 3-5 (T W TH) 5:00-7:00 

July 8-10 (T W TH) 5:00-7:00 

August 5-7 (T W TH) 5:00-7:00 

October 14- 16 (T W TH) 5:00-7:00 

November (T W TH) 5:00-7:00 
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Con’s Organic Spa              
2301 Coolidge Hwy, Berkley, MI 48072 

We can offer you: 

• Full eyelash extensions for only $99, 
usually $175! 

• One hour hot stone massage for only 
$50! 

• One hour facial for $50! 
• Manicure and pedicure for only $50! 

 

     Apple Driving School Inc.                                                                                        
                               www.appledriving.com

We offer weekday, weekend and break classes in: 

Berkley*Birmingham*Bloomfield Hills* West Bloomfield 

Call: 248-689-8224 or www.appledriving.com 

              

 

The Print Stop, Inc.  
3172 West Twelve Mile Road, Berkley MI  48072  
248-543-7867 Phone | 248-399-7677 Fax 
Hours: Monday-Friday 9 a.m. until 5 p.m. 

 

Martin Mill
Owner/Manager
734-417-7902 Cell
marty@cocofairfields.com

A great breakfast and lunch place!

Pyschotherapy for individuals, couples, families and groups

248-981-4258
margie.yaker@gmail.com
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John Carrier       Bill Fetterman

29488 Woodward, Suite183 
Royal Oak, MI 48073
248.802.0032
www.your-amg.com
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Congressman John Dingell to retire 
after 59 years in the House
Maisy Cece ’15, Staff Writer

After nearly 60 years, U.S. Representative John D. Dingell, 
D-Mich., announced on Feb. 24 that he would not seek re-
election this fall to his seat he has held in Congress since the 
Eisenhower administration. Since his time in office, Dingell has 
become the longest serving-member of Congress in American 
history. It was recently reported that Dingell had worked as a 
Representative in the House for nearly 21,000 days as of June 
2013. With his decision to retire, Dingell’s resignation will 
undoubtedly represent the end to a historic tenure in the House. 

Dingell’s retirement was first speculated by Detroit 
newspapers and confirmed by his Democratic leadership aides 
in late February, stating that his time in office will come to an 
end once his 29th term expires. Now 87 years old, Dingell has 
amassed a considerable amount of power as the chairman of the 
Energy and Commerce Committee and has been a driving force 
behind some of the most important pieces of liberal legislation to 
be passed in the last six decades. The Michigan representative is 
most noted for his strong support of health care reform.

Dingell publically declared his retirement in a statement to 
the media in late February. “My standards are high for this job. 
Dingell said “I put myself to the test and have always known 
that when the time came that I felt I could not live up to my 
own personal standard for a member of Congress, it would be 
time to step aside for someone else to represent this district. That 

time has come.” Now, rumors have begun to circulate that 
Dingell’s wife, Deborah, will run for his seat in the fall after 
he is dismissed. 

In an online news article from the New York Times, it was 
reported that Dingell has recently begun to deplore the culture 
of the modern Congress. He has been quoted in various articles 
saying that the institution of Congress that he once revered 
has become disagreeable due to its members inability to work 
together and compromise on issues correctly and effectively. In 
a recent interview with the Detroit News, he was more pointed, 
saying he finds “serving in the House to be obnoxious,” 
claiming that, “it has become very hard due to the acrimony and 
bitterness, both in Congress and in the streets.” With the stress 
of Congress becoming too great for the aging representative, 
Dingell has decided that it is time for him to stand down and let 
another take his place. 

Overall, Dingell has used his decision to retire as a plea 
for a more cooperative Congress stating in an interview with 
USA Today that, “Congress means coming together, the great 
coming together of the American people.” He concluded his 
statement expressing that, “Compromise is an honorable 
word.” Now, only time will tell if Congress will take Dingell’s 
advice into any consideration, doing justice to that virtuous 
word: compromise.
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The last official headshot of Dingell’s esteemed 
career.

Meteorite hits moon

Bennett Hart ’16, Sports Editor
Last September, a meteorite weighing about 900 pounds hit the surface of the moon, 

creating a light that could be seen by every person on Earth. Now, a group of Spanish 
astronomers, led by Professor Jose Madiedo of the University of Huelva, have taken some 
time to carefully analyze and explain the event that occurred in September. Madiedo has 
finished his research for the short term and is able to tell the people what should be taken away 
from this event.  

The moon does not have an atmosphere at all therefore the large meteor could not be 
broken down; this is the primary reason why the impact was so massive. On Earth, there is 
nothing to worry about, because a rock that size entering the atmosphere is impossible. The 
rock would have to be much larger, like the Chelyabinsk meteor that hit Russia on Feb. 15 
2013. The crash is still very important to research due to the fact the crash created such a large 
and noticeable impact. 

The impact of the meteor was enormous, and as it crashed, an explosion that was three 
times as powerful as a solar flare occurred. The light could be seen from earth for about eight 
seconds; this is very unusual because the effects from these explosions can be seen for about 
a second on Earth. The flash of light could be seen for that long of duration, due to the fact 
that the rock hit the moon at approximately 38,000 miles per hour.  The crash of the meteorite 
created an explosion with an effect similar to 15 tons of dynamite. The scientists believe the 
long lasting impact of the collision will be a crater about 40 meters in diameter. The National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) will study the moon and its pattern, finding 
out if there is a significant change since the crash. 

With the newly found information, people like Dr. Madiedo will be able to study different 
atmospheres and learn more about other planets and how they are both like and unlike Earth. 

Jazz band is on the 
musical up and upCameron Cece ’16, Staff Writer

On Feb. 22, the BHS Jazz Band exceeded their own expectations 
and finished in second place at a large high school band competition at 
Central Michigan University.  This accomplishment adds yet another 
award to the long list of impressive achievements that the BHS music 
department has recently achieved.  

The entire band program has thrived under the helm of third year 
instructor, Mr. Alan Posner.  BHS has two jazz bands, first of which is 
composed of only the best jazz musicians in all of BHS and has perfect 
instrumentation.  The second is made up of promising jazz musicians, 
mostly underclassmen, who also want to participate, but still have more 
to learn and experience to gain.  

The Jazz Band is especially impressive because they practice primarily 
before school, twice a week at 6:50 a.m. instead of getting to practice as a 
class every day like the symphony and concert bands.  Posner said, “My 
favorite part of being the director of the Jazz Band is the attitude of the 
students.”  This attitude is shown in the dedication these select students 
have towards jazz and their discipline during limited practice time.   

The Jazz Band’s next performance is at the Michigan School Band and 
Orchestra Association’s state jazz festival in Royal Oak on Wednesday, 
March 26.
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Chuck Hagel plans to downsize U.S. military
Maisy Cece ’15, Staff Writer

U.S. Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel plans to shrink 
the United States Army to its smallest force since World 
War II. In late February, Hagel released a new spending 
proposal that he believes takes into account the fiscal 
reality of the government austerity and the political 
reality of a President who promised to end two costly 
wars. 

The proposal plans to downsize the United States 
Army by possibly eliminating entire military bases and 
creating other military-wide savings, as an effort to 
reshape America’s land forces after more than a decade 
of war in the Middle East. Officials believe the proposal 
to be the first Pentagon budget plan that aggressively 
pushes the military off the war footing adopted after the 
terrorist attacks of 2001. 

Hagel proposed his budget in a recent speech before 
the Pentagon, stating that U.S. forces must adjust to the 
reality of smaller budgets, even though he did believe 
that the United States faces a more unpredictable world 
that requires an increasingly agile military. Reactions 
to Hagel’s proposal were swift, especially among 
Republicans who warned that such cuts could hurt 
military readiness. Republican Representative Michael 
Turner of Ohio weighed in on the issue in an interview 
with the Bloomberg News stating that “this is not the 
time for us to begin to retreat, and certainly not the time 

to cut our military.” 
Under the Hagel plan, the active-duty army would 

shrink from its current size of 522,000 soldiers to 440,000 
personnel. According to figures provided by the Pentagon 
on Feb. 24, by the end of World War II, there were roughly 
8.2 million active-duty U.S. Army members. In 2000, a 
year before the Sept. 11 attack, the number of personnel 
was 482,000 and in 2010, nine years after the attacks, the 
force peaked at 566,000. 

According to Hagel, Obama’s budget proposal will 
include a government-wide opportunity, growth, and 
security initiative. This would provide the Pentagon with 
an additional $26 billion along with the $496 billion that 
it is due to receive in 2015 under the terms of the budget 
deal passed by Congress in December. 

The most controversial aspect of Hagel’s proposal is 
his idea to eliminate the Air Force’s fleet of A-10 aircrafts 
as well as its U-2 spy planes. In addition, Hagel plans 
to reduce the size of the Army National Guard. These 
drastic changes are expected to face great opposition 
while in Congress. 

Officials assured those on Capitol Hill that Hagel’s 
proposal is designed to allow the American military to 
fulfill President Obama’s National Security directives, 
which is to defend American territory and the nation’s 
interests overseas, and to ultimately deter future 

aggression towards the U.S.. This statement, though, 
only seemed to cause greater upheaval among political 
leaders on both sides. 

Hagel seems confident in his plans and believes that 
they will help to reduce financial strains on the U.S. while 
still providing the country with a strong and efficient 
army. Whether the rest of the U.S. government agrees 
with Hagel is the ultimate question, one that will be 
answered in the coming months.

Hagel testifying in front of the Senate to protect his military cuts.
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C a r e . c o m  b r i n g s  b a b y s i t t i n g  t o  t h e  w e b
Madison Huff ’15, Bull’s Eye Editor

No one loves a fun and well-paying job more than 
teenagers. Who wouldn’t love to get paid under the table 
to hang out with children all day? Since that is the entire 
purpose of the site Care.com, designed to hook up parents 
in need of child care with young and capable adults, 
students at BHS should give it a whirl to see all of the 
caretaking opportunities available.  

Many students have likely seen Care.com advertised 
on television, but have blown it off as something that 
does not concern them. Contrary to popular belief, this 
site provides a great opportunity for students interested in 
child care to earn some money. Care.com is similar to an 
online interview as caregivers are sought out by families 
for their services. It is set up similarly to Facebook in 
that everyone has their own profile, but it is much more 
professional and monitored than said social media site. 

Care.com helps boost a caregiver’s cliental, gain 
experience and expand their references for future jobs. 
Signing up is effortlessness as well as applying for various 
open positions. “I heard about the site from a friend and 
signed up immediately. It is super easy to use and has 
really helped me out job wise,” junior Sky McErlane said.   

Accessing the site through a computer can be a hassle 
for some, but that is where the Care.com app comes into 
play. It is set up as a more basic version of the site where 
users are still able to apply to various job opportunities, 
update their account and reply to messages received 
from current or possible employers. The app allows for 
a more convenient way to run and access one’s account 
regardless of where he or she may be. “I love the app,” 

junior Suzanne Flood said. “It alerts me when I receive a 
message from a potential employer and is much quicker 
to access than the site itself.” 

The big question that remains is, does anyone actually 
get employed from this site? The answer is that yes, they 
do. Students at BHS have been sought out, interviewed 
and chosen for various sitting and tutoring jobs around 
the community. Throughout this process they can set up 
a work schedule, determine if it is a weekly or one-time 
payment, as well as specify responsibilities required per 
each individual being cared for. For instance, one may 
have to drive the children to athletic practices, play dates 
or appointments. This routine can occur over the phone, 
through the site or in person, depending on the employer. 

Students at BHS should take full advantage of this 
site and all the opportunities that come along by simply 
signing up. It gives students something to do in the off-
season of one’s sport or can be a quick and easy way to 
make some cash. Missing out on a chance like this would 
be quite the waste. So, take five minutes out of the day to 
sign up and prepare for a wave of jobs to come one’s way.

The new babysitting website’s logo shows off its slogan.
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The hills were alive with the sound of music in Austria during World War II, perhaps 
only due impart to Maria and the rest of the real Von Trapp family. The story of the 
Von Trapp family was portrayed in the iconic movie, The Sound of Music, as a family 
of musical prodigies, consistently pranking their nannies but ended up developing a 
love and respect for governess Maria. Maria brought music back into the household 
and taught the kids to sing and live normally. Although the movie is not a completely 
accurate portrayal of the family’s story, the film did still capture the essence of the Von 
Trapp family during World War II. Sadly, the third eldest, also named Maria, and the 
last living of the seven child family recently died at age 99. As a tribute to the deceased 
family, it seems to be appropriate to provide the BHS community with the family’s true 
story.

While the whole governess story is cute, most people do not know that Maria actually 
came to the Von Trapp family household for one specific child. The governess that is 
known and loved throughout the world came for the third oldest child, Maria. She  was 
home and very sick with scarlet fever, so the doctor advised that she not walk the three 

miles to school since the walk could potentially be life threatening. Due to ailment, a 
nanny was summoned to the musical house to teach the girl her middle school academic 
lessons. However, they say not to get involved with your employer, but three months 
later Maria, the governess, married her boss, Georg Von Trapp.

Another way that the movie is different from the true story, the Von Trapp family 
was not controlled by whistle patterns—a series of patterns that their dad blew in order 
to have the kids at his beck and call— as it showed in the movie. Little do people know, 
that after their first mom died from scarlet fever, The Captain, their father, did not force 
it upon his kids to repress their musical talent, which they had all discovered by the time 
of their mothers death.The family had their own choir for fun, and their voices gave life 
to the hills of Austria, and then America. When they came to America after their great 
escape, they toured as a family choir and sang in shows. While the family may have 
struggle through periods of their lives, the family’s voices brought real joy throughout 
the globe, which should not be forgotten.    

Nicole Doctoroff ’16 Business/Ad Manager

Remembering The Sound of Music 

Introducing...
Emma Weisberger ’16,  Feature Editor 

As of Feb. 17, a big transition has been made in late night television. Former Tonight Show host 
Jay Leno left the show, and has been replaced by host Jimmy Fallon. Fallon hosted the later NBC 
show, Late Night with Jimmy Fallon before assuming this role. As Fallon left, it created an opening 
in the TV scheduling. Seth Meyers, former Saturday Night Live cast member, has taken over the 

position of Late Night’s original host. This major change in two of the most recognizable faces 
on television has shifted the way late night programming is viewed. It offers an exciting new 
take on old and familiar shows.

When Fallon was the host of Late Night with Jimmy Fallon, there were many segments that 
he was trademarked for creating and performing. Writing sarcastic “thank you” notes to well 
known objects or events, creating mock yearbook names, and playing egg roulette are a few of 

the segments that were regularly featured on the show. So far, a few of these segments have been carried over into The 
Tonight Show, and they do not fail to be hilarious and perfectly executed by Fallon. Along with his humor, he has brought 
Steve Higgins and The Roots, former regulars of Late Night. The show possesses many similar aspects, with the most 
critical difference being the time slot. The 11:30 p.m. air time puts Fallon at the same time as competing hosts including 
Jimmy Kimmel. The shows first guests included Will Smith and musical guest U2. Friends of Fallon such as Tina Fey and 
Steven Colbert also made appearances in the opening week. Since airing, it has received some of the best ratings that The 
Tonight Show has ever had in its history.

    Late Night with Seth Meyers also premiered around the same time as the Tonight Show did. This is the first time 
Seth Meyers has hosted his own show, so there were some flaws, but it still succeeded in being a fun, entertaining hour of 
television. Meyers did have some experience as former host of Saturday Night Live’s Weekend Update. He also brought 
many of his hosting qualities over to Late Night. The best example of this was evident as he made his opening monologue. 
It was filled with one-liners regarding today’s headlines, which is a very common joke format on Weekend Update. The first 
guests of the show included Meyers’ SNL friend Amy Poehler and Vice President, Joe Biden. The show’s band was led by 
another SNL cast member, Fred Armisen.

With the replacement of Jay Leno, late night television is now filled with fresh, young faces with a modern sense of 
humor that can relate to audiences of all demographics. The two SNL alumni have taken over NBC as they host the two 
shows in an increasingly successful plan to be the dominant late night programs. The premier of two new hosts is a bold 
move by NBC. In the past month that these shoes have been on the air, it looks like everything is going well, and Jimmy 
Fallon is in no way a ‘laughable’ replacement..
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 Known to some as actor Donald Glover, this up 
and coming artist has made his way to the top of 
the hip-hop charts with his new album, Because the 
Internet. His early work came from his mixtapes 
including I Am Just a Rapper (1-3) along with EP. 
Childish Gambino’s early mix tapes showcased 
his great talent and potential in the music industry,  
which subsequently helped him quickly sign with 
Glassnote Records to start working on his debut 
album, Camp, which was released in 2011. After his 
mixtape Royalty which came out in 2012, Gambino 
spent time working on his next album, Because the 
Internet, while simultaneously acting as Troy on 
NBC’s sitcom Community. Because the Internet 
released on Dec. 10, 2013 and quickly rose to the top 
of the hip-hop charts without any major marketing 
from the rapper. “His album is probably in my top 
five [favorites] this year,” freshman Bryson Payne 
said. Partially due to his experience writing comedy 
skits, Gambino was able to write a screenplay that 
directly correlates to Because the Internet.

Hailing from southern California, this member of 
Top Dawg Entertainment and the hip-hop group Black 
Hippy, composed of Kendrick Lamar, Jay Rock, and 
Ab-Soul,  is on his way to becoming a well known 
face in the hip-hop industry. ScHoolboy Q’s highly 
anticipated album, Oxymoron, released on Feb. 25 
after receiving a lot of hype from his singles “Collard 
Greens” (featuring Kendrick Lamar), “Man of the 
Year,” and “Break the Bank.” ScHoolboy Q released 
his first independent album in 2011 called Setbacks, 
which was then followed by the release of his second 
album Habits & Contradictions  in 2012. However, 
neither of these albums received nearly as much praise 
as Oxymoron. Junior Sammy Stern said, “He is one of 
the best new artists, but he’s not as good as Kendrick 
Lamar like he says he is.”  ScHoolboy Q is becoming 
one of the prominent figures of the hip-hop music 
industry. All we can do as fans is continue to listen 
and wait as ScHoolboy Q continues to expand his 
reputation.

Skizzy Mars, a 20-year-old rapper from Manhattan, 
became an under the radar hip-hop sensation with 
the release of his first mixtape Phases. There were 
no A-list stars featured on the tracklist, only Mars 
himself and a few other lesser known artists. Since the 
release of Mars’ debut mixtape in 2012, he has only 
released several singles and one other mixtape Pace, 
consisting of 12 songs, which was released on March 
4.  “[Pace] is good but not as good as Phases,” junior 
Sophie Lipman said. She continued, “His music has 
a different sound.” This is evident in Mars’ unique 
musical style, with similar beats in most of his songs. 
Having very little to judge from, it seems Skizzy Mars 
has his career off to a great start. He is one of the most 
underrated artists and deserves the respect that both of 
these other emerging artists have received. At his very 
raw age, Skizzy Mars will surely be up there with the 
greatest names in hip-hop in the next few years. 

 

Albums Droppin’ 

Rising stars: big names to watch 

On Feb. 24, 2014, the 
rapper, singer songwriter, and producer 

Scott Mescudi, or Kid Cudi, released a new full 
length album. Cudi’s release was a bit of a surprise to 

fans everywhere, seeing as it was only known to be an LP 
until a month before the release, and the actual release was only 

announced a week before the date. Now, to the fans of Cudi’s old 
work, this is not like anything he has put out before, and he sticks to 
the space theme that is  presented in the title of the album. The beats 
and instrumentals are strong throughout the album, and his rapping 
does not play a huge part in his music, but rather his producing 
and raw musical talent. in his last two albums, Cudi’s lyrics 

have been mediocre at best, and it is good to see him stray 
from what was not  working. This album is a good 

transition into his upcoming album, Man on 
the Moon 3, which is set to be released 

some time 2015.

T h e 
hype surrounding was 

something he should be awarded 
for, and ScHoolboy Q’s much anticipat-

ed album, Oxymoron, did not disappoint. The 
album was filled with interesting beats, and some 

clever lyrics. He spends the majority of this album 
speaking to the stereotypical topics that have been es-

tablished over the years: alcohol, his income, and violence 
are recurring themes in the song. Besides that, he is joined 
by Tyler the Creator, 2 Chainz, Kendrick Lamar,  and many 
more. The  main issue with this album is that some of these 
people were not displayed well, and a verse from Tyler on 
the track “The Purge” could have made the song better. 

All in all, this release from ScHoolboy Q could have 
been better, however, it was not disappointing. 

Some people love it, others do not, but 
either way it is worth a listen.

Jake Kreinbring ’16, Entertainment Editor

Josh Segall ’17, Co-Circulation Manager and Adam Yaker ’17, Staff Writer
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Band marches off to festival
On March 14, students participating in Concert and Symphony band 

marched out to Clarkston High School to play their collection of harmonious 
songs.

Band director Mr. Alan Posner was nothing but proud of his student’s 
progress, “I’m very excited to show our talent to other people outside of 
the community,” he said. “Concert band has shown a lot of improvement 
and Symphony band is always working hard,” Posner said. But not only are 
band students working hard, parents have also helped a bunch to make this 
event run smoothly.

The symphony band played “Nobles of the Mystic Shrine” by John 
Sousa, “Cajun Folk Song” by Frank Ticheli and “Night on Fire” by 
John Mackey. Concert band played “Marching Song” by Gustav Holst, 
“Abracadabra” by Frank Ticheli and “Our Kingsland Spring” by Samuel 
Hazo. “My favorite song was the marching song; it was so fun and wild,” 
audience member Mrs. Chris Germanie said, very pleased by the turnout of 
the event.

Not only did the audience like the songs, but the judges did as well. 
Symphony band received a score of one and the Concert band earned a 
score of one too. Those are the best scores one can receive. “I felt very good 
when we played for the judges, it was probably our best time playing our 
songs,” freshman Kalyn Rebie said, two very good scores for two very good 
musical ensembles.

Due to the great scores, students and staff of Berkley High could say that 
festival was a great event that made them proud to support Berkley High 
School. 

Zoe Blake ’17, Publicity Director 

Literally is literally so fine
Berkley High School. Can the entire 1250 

person school be summed up in one word? 
Well there is a term that can bring together all 
the different people here at BHS, but it isn’t 
a conventional adjective like passionate or 
energetic, in fact it is not even an adjective at 
all, it is the part of speech, “literally.”

Some may say that the word literally is not 
even used to its correct adverbial meaning 
when many BHS students use it, however, the 
dictionary definition is not what confines our 
community at this school. Instead, the word 
means something much more significant, 
something that relates to all of our high school 
experiences.

Sometime during the 2012-2013 school year 
the word literally took on a connotation that 
encapsulated us all. The identity of our entire 
school became the word ‘literally’; everyone 
could use the word to mean whatever they 
were feeling at the time. Senior Alex Stone 
takes partial credit for enhancing the popularity 
and altering the meaning of the commonplace 
word. Stone summed up the invoked definition 
eloquently. He said, “using the word literally is 
the best thing because it describes everything 
in one word and it literally is that. It means it 
is, it is happening.” 

As Stone put it, the word now portrays 
a lifestyle of people living “in the now” and 
experiencing their current setting for all it is 
worth. Stone is also a fan of the word for its 
unparalleled versatility. “You can just use it for 
anything. You can use it at the beginning at the 

sentence, you can use it in the middle or even 
at the end,” Stone said. The word can fit in any 
context because it describes the reality of the 
situation, and implies that we should be more 
aware and conscious of the people and events 
surrounding us.

The exaggerated use of the word has 
received serious backlash from students fed-
up with the incorrect use of the word. English 
teacher Mr. Paul Cierpial has noticed the 
misuse of literally and has a message regarding 
the adjective: “[Literally] means to the word. 
The incorrect usage means something like it 
didn’t actually happen but it’s used in a way 
that makes it seem like it really happened. [It 
means] something like ‘can you believe it?’” 
Cierpial continued with an example of the 
incorrect use somewhat might hear in the halls 
of BHS: “I was literally starving.” “No you 
weren’t, give me a break. You’ve never starved 
in your life, unless you happen to be Jewish 
and fasted for a day – good for you but you 
were not literally starving,” Cierpial explained. 

Clearly, those who enjoy using the word 
literally should avoid contact with English 
teachers because they are getting tired of the 
overwhelming misuse of the term. Or, if they 
are as proud of the word as Stone is they can 
opt to explain to the teachers that it literally 
invokes a meaning of life and reality at BHS. 
Irrespective of what people think about the 
word, Stone and other fans will continue to use 
it because literally is “literally so fine.”

Jake Rothman ’14, Editor-in-Chief

“I’m literally dying of exhaustion.-” 

“I literally hate you 

so much.”

“Literally, this winter 

is never-ending.”

“Literally, stop.” 

1) In Hunger Games, what does actors Josh Hutcherson and Jennifer Lawrence do that 
completely changes the games?
A: Both decide to die together. 
B: They kill Cato. 
C: They go home.

2) Where did President Obama live before he moved into the White House?
A: Illinois  
B: Hawaii 
C: Detroit
D: Atlanta

3) What show uses red chairs and a red button to vote?
A: The Voice
B: American Idol
C: Who’s Got Talent 
D: America’s Funniest Home Videos

4) What is 50 Cent’s real name?
A: Marshall Mathers
B: Cornell Hayne
C: Curtis Jackson
D: Chris Bridges 

5) What show did Drake star on before his rise into hip hop? 
A: Beyond the Break
B: Teen Wolf
C: Degrassi 
D: Zoey 101 

6) Which new comedy on a broadcast network this year is centered on alcoholism, 
addiction and teen pregnancy?
A: “Dads” 
B: “Mom” 
C: ”Super Fun Night”

Ty Eldridge ’14, Staff Writer

Pop 
Culture 
Trivia

The Taj Mastal: 
A gift upon Berkley

Due east of the T in BHS lies what some have called the eighth, ninth and tenth 
wonders of the world. I am, of course, referring to the Taj Mastal. Many in this 
world will go through life without experiencing this most magnificent spot, living 
in blissful ignorance of the majestic Mastal. Outside the doors to this most coveted 
place is a sticker, upon it written, “Men’s.” To this day, scholars have been unable 
to decipher this ancient enigma, and it is prophesied that only the most holy of holy 
may unlock its true meaning, and subsequently, the secrets of the Taj Mastal. 

Walking through the long corridor, one can feel the power and majesty of this 
much sought ground. Immediately upon entrance, one is bathed in a glorious, soft 
light. The tiles upon the wall are emblazoned with the magnificence of the Sun’s 
splendor. But be warned, such light does not occur at all times of the day. Our top 
researchers at Spectator Labs have pinpointed that the optimal time for visitation is 
the duration of third hour. As one basks in this peculiar light, one may observe the 
illustrious sinks, rumored to only run with Holy Water. 

Beyond the most holy of sinks lie the famous stalls that give the Taj Mastal its 
name. Inscribed in ancient tablets, lost in the Great Media Center of Berklandia, is 
the exact extent of the power of the stalls. Our top scientists can only guess what 
the stalls are entirely capable of, but legend tells that each of the three Porcelain 
Thrones within the stalls each contain as much power as the Holy Grail. 

The origins of the Taj Mastal are uncertain. Some believe that an ancient Assistant 
Principal built it as a mausoleum for his wife. Others believe that it was built long, 
long ago and Berkley High School was built around it. Regardless, all agree that it 
is a crowning jewel of the planet Earth, impressing all who see it and all who will 
continue to seek the splendor of these incredible spheres. The doors only open to 
a select few, so be mindful that crowds do not suffocate the Taj Mastal and detract 
from its immense magnificence. 

Kit Charlton ’16, Staff Writer

1.A  2.A  3.A   4.C  5.C  6.B
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Oh the breakfast places you’ll go
Breakfast is unquestionably the most important meal of the day and it should be treated as such. All around the Berkley area, there are restaurants that make a phony attempt to be the 

best breakfast in town, but we at the Spectator have discovered the real stand out breakfast places for the true fans of tasty and well balanced morning meals.

Josh Radom ’16, Student Life Editor and Emma Weisberger ’16, Feature Editor

Mae’s is your typical all-
American breakfast diner located 
on Woodward in Pleasant Ridge. 
Its menu ranges from the basic 
pancakes and bacon breakfast, 
to platters with a little bit of 
everything, from fresh eggs to 
fluffy and delicious challah French 
toast. They also have specialty 

plates such as the Coffee Cake Pancakes ($5.75) 
or the Hippie Omelet ($6.50) which consists of an 
array of fresh vegetables. Junior Jill Shifman said, 
“I love Mae’s because its really homey and cute 
and you can watch [the chefs] cook your food,” she 
continued to say, “The food is always fresh and the 
hash browns are amazing.” Mae’s is a hidden gem 
and should be more popular for its true authenticity 
and delicious food. 

For the BHS students who are not already loyal 
customers, Nip ‘n Tuck truly sets itself apart from every 
other breakfast place. As soon as a person walks through 
the door, they travel back in time a few decades to the 50’s. 
The whole restaurant consists of one counter that goes 
around the entire room which serves to unite everyone 
in the restaurant. The food is cooked right behind the 
counter by BHS Alumni Joey Vredenburg, and everything 
that they cook is delicious. The menu is not expensive, 
under $10, which is refreshing for all of 
the BHS students who are tight on cash. 
While the hash browns, pancakes and 
burgers are all fantastic, the truly best 
thing on the menu are the malts because 
of their sweetness and ice cream scoops 
mixed in. Nip ‘n Tuck has been a Berkley 
favorite for decades, and it will happily 
continue to be for years to come.

Even though it is a little 
bit of a drive for most students, 
National Coney Island in Royal 
Oak remains a common place for 
many BHS students to go for some 
classic breakfast food. While the 
food is amazing, it would be best to 
stick to the normal breakfast foods 
like omelets and french toast that 
are guaranteed to be the best when 
eating at National. The interior has 
a great diner feel that makes the 
customer feel comfortable while 
enjoying their food. National is 
another fantastic option when it 
comes to choosing the place to 
eat because of its classic breakfast 
restaurant feel.

NationalMae’sNip ‘n Tuck
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Many Berkley High School students do not recognize the 
lack of diversity in their own school. Some students also do 
not seem to acknowledge that there are only a few minorities 
in their classrooms. Diversity in school is important because 
it promotes student adaptation to and understanding of the 
need for ethnic variety in education which leads to a better 
overall society such as encouraging high school students to 
be more open-minded on new issues and ideas regarding race 
and economics. The awareness of a diverse student body has 
the potential to lessen the achievement gap and encourages 
all students to want to be more successful while supporting as 
others.

 There is a deep frustration embedded in the African 
American community concerning the academic achievement 
gap that has been occurring for decades and is still becoming 
apparent at BHS, an ultimately high achieving institution.  
Many African American students grow up attending a school 
that is primarily their own race and can lead to students falling 
initially behind in academic studies. “Growing up, mostly 
from kindergarten through eighth grade, I attended a school 
that was predominantly black. The teachers were diverse but 
the students were not,” senior Nicole Johns said. Students that 
attend a school with only students who are in their same race 
can cause challenges in the future. “Seventy-five percent of 
students that do not grow up in a diverse community or attend 
a diverse high school, do not know how to cope with diversity 
in college or even just in society period,” David Zeman, 
Director of Communications of Education Trust Midwest said. 
Students then may feel less prepared when entering high school 
or college which leads to low test scores and grades because 
students may not have been prepared the way they would have 
been if they had attended a diverse school. 

Over the years, diversity at BHS has improved, but it still 
has a long way to go. Due to its closed enrollment policy, it 
makes it hard for diversity to expand at BHS. In order to attend 
BHS, one must live in Berkley, Huntington Woods, or on a 
certain side of Oak Park. In those particular communities, there 
is still a lack of African Americans; most African Americans 
that live in Oak Park, live on the side that is not in the approved 
area of the Berkley School District. 

One high school that surrounds BHS is Oak Park High School. 
Compared to BHS, OPHS has a large achievement gap. There 
has been little to no progress in closing dramatic achievement 
gaps that leave low-income students and students of color far 
behind their white or more affluent peers across the nation.  
Berkley’s enrollment system caters to Huntington Woods and 
Berkley neighborhoods. It is obvious that those neighborhoods 
are not very populated with African Americans.  Although 
the enrollment policy is created to avoid overcrowding, the 
enrollment system unknowingly discriminates against African 
American students in turn, contributing to the achievement gap. 
“When I came to BHS, I felt behind. I almost feel like where I 
went to school, we skipped around lessons. The curriculum at 
Berkley is indeed harder than most schools that are primarily 
African American,” Johns said. 

There has always been an ideal image of a society where 
there is no discrimination. To an extent, segregation has become 
an atrocious praxis of society. Eliminating de facto segregation 
can improve and reduce achievement gaps. 

Looking around honors and advance classes at Berkley High 
school, there is dramatic differences in numbers between blacks 
and whites. “Students may feel like ‘I don’t want to be the only 
person in that class who looks like me, so I’m just not going 
to take it,’” Honors English teacher Mr. Paul Cierpial said. 

Because many African American students may feel this way, 
they remain in classes that aren’t academically challenging. 
“African-American students remain a staggering 27.6 points 
behind white students in MME math scores. Similar black-
white gaps exist in science and writing,” Amber Arellano, 
executive director of the nonpartisan Education Trust-Midwest 
said in an article discussing Michigan’s performance. Tackling 
the ceaseless gap can help students strive for success in school. 

In order to help with the achievement gap, English teacher  
Mrs. Cindy Henderson began Bears United, a group of African 
American students who have GPAs of 3.0 or greater that mentor 
other African American students. The group is very effective 
in tackling the issue of the African American achievement 
gap. Closing the achievement gap sets up for the future and 
for the success of individual students in our communities and 
the country. President Barack Obama's Secretary of Education, 
Arne Duncan, spoke last year at the National Press Club, 
declaring: "The achievement gap is unacceptable. Education 
is the civil-rights issue of our generation." When students are 
undereducated they are left economically and academically 
poor. In turn, this leaves them less ready to compete in an 
evolving society where talent and critical thinking skills 
of every citizen will be needed to maintain this country's 
greatness. According to the National Education Association, 
success in diverse education will increase employment rates, 
lower poverty rates, prevent crime and decrease violence in 
communities of every ethnic background. It is a economic and 
moral imperative to close the achievement gap and diversify 
still heavily de facto segregated schools. The future generations 
to come will appreciate a society without discrimination. 

Diversity: are we there yet?
Ty Eldridge ’14, Assistant Photo Editor 
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1. What does your BFF love to eat?
2. What does your BFF like doing outside of school?
3. What is your BFF’s favorite TV show?
4. How much do you lift?
5. What kind of tooth paste does your BFF use?
6. How does your BFF feel about world peace?
7. What is your BFFs favorite song?

How well do teachers know their bestfriend?
Corey Lipton ’16, News Editor and Shelby Silver ’14, Managing Editor

1. Student essays…for breakfast.
2. Grading papers. Does he enjoy it? Hard to say. Camus says, “The struggle itself toward the heights is enough to fill a man’s heart. One must 
imagine Sisyphus happy.”
3. Anything that clearly articulates the dilemmas of contemporary romance, aka any competitive reality dating show. He once told me that he 
watched The Bachelor for four straight hours.
4. How much does a huge stack of essays weigh?
5. Anything to get rid of the flavor of essays.
6. Too lofty a goal, let’s shoot for literacy first.
7. He told me that he’s disappointed that more people don’t ask him about his appreciation of the music of Michael Bolton. I asked him to choose 
a single song, but he just smiled and said that he “celebrates the entire (I can’t decipher this word).” Go figure…

lights, camera, variety show 
BHS’s annual Variety show took 

place on March 13, and the performers 
did not fail to bring the talent. 
The majority of the performances 
displayed the true vocal talent of our 
peers, while others were some of the 
most unique performances seen in 
the theater for a while. 

Now the name Pierce King, or 
P-Fresh, is known well throughout 
the halls of BHS, and this year, 
he brought the single most variety 
show-esque act to the stage since 
four score and seven years ago. 
King’s dramatic rendition of one 
of the most influential speeches 
in American history truly brought 
the house down. His charismatic 
disposition and one of a kind voice 
made this performance one of the 
best of the night and set the bar high 
for the following acts. However, the 

following acts rose to the occasion 
and showed how talented the BHS 
student body is. 

We have some very talented 
kids here, but the Schildcrout boys 
showed that a whole family can 
be talented too. The performance 
showcased the talent of the trio by all 
three of them performing on the same 
piano simultaneously. This is a very 
difficult task, but the boys pulled it 
off perfectly. The chemistry required 
by the brothers shows a bond that can 
only be shared by men of the same 
family, and set the stage up perfectly 
for the show stealer that would follow 
their act.

When people initially heard the 
premise and title of senior Sam 
Silverstein’s act, many thought it 
was going to be one of the most 
interesting, and potentially odd acts of 

the night. Silverstein’s performances 
was well planned and well executed, 
and anything but odd. His standup 
act on the topic of juggling to get 
the ladies had the audience laughing 
throughout the performance. He 
juggled a series of strange and 
amazing objects, from glowing balls 
to juggling clubs, which amazed 
everybody in the audience. He was 
a wonderful way to close out a great 
show, and Silverstein showed the 
audience that juggling, while it may 
not get you girls, is an amazing talent 
that helped him win the 2014 Variety 
Show.

These three were not the only acts 
that kept audience members on the 
edge of their seat; everyone in the 
show did a wonderful job and made 
the rest of the student body happy to 
be a Berkley Bear.  

Duffy, on Cierpial

1. Tough question, Duffy is a foodie. The best I can do here is recall his advice: “Whenever baby seal is on the menu, you’ve got to go with it.”
2. Reading, or reading about reading. But, unfortunately, he gets the alternate “enjoyment” of reading student essays.
3. Duffy loves all sitcoms about school i.e. Saved by the Bell because they’re so life like.
4. This question is clearly meant for staff members in other departments. The appropriate question to gauge English members’ strength is, “How 
many copies of War and Peace can your BFF make levitate simply by fixing his laser-like gaze on them?”. Duffy: Seven.
5. That one kind they sell at Whole Foods, the all-natural one made without an extract of the downy feathers of free range eaglets. I forget what 
it’s called.
6. It depends who’s serving it, but generally that it needs a dash of salt.
7. This is an impossible question to answer for/about anyone who listens to a lot of music. I can say he’s really into Norweigan black metal. 
And, by the looks of the poster in his room, early-period Miley Cyrus.

Cierpial, on Duffy

Jake Kreinbring ’16, Entertainment Editor 

Doty, on Meacham
1. Weird really healthy stuff.
2. Shuffleboard, knitting and 
snowshoeing. 
3. Dexter and Breaking Bad.
4. Lots of weight.
5. No clue.
6. He would prefer it.
7. Any fairly heavy metal song

1. Cinnabuns and Diet Pepsi.
2. Reading books, about two per 
weekend.
3. Anything with superheroes.
4. At least 400 lbs. 
5. Bubble gum flavored Crest.
6. Take it or leave it.
7. “Welcome to the Jungle” by 
Guns N’ Roses.

These two sets of teachers are not just 
known for their excellent teaching and 
exquisite looks. Mr. Duffy and Mr. Cierpial, 
and Mr. Doty and Mr. Meacham came 
together as one best teaching friend unit to 
test their knowledge on whom they have 
come to regard as their best BHS friend. 

Meacham, on Doty
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Another social barrier was broken thanks to National Football league hopefuls Michael Sam and 
NBA center Jason Collins who both recently became the first openly gay players in the professional 
sports world. Though the two athletes play different sports, both have the same goal: to make the 
game not about one’s personal life, but how skilled they are in the game. 

Back in February, the former Missouri Tiger defensive end announced he was gay in an interview 
on ESPN. There was no shame, instead Sam’s words were dignifying. He said, “I came to tell the 
world I'm an openly proud gay man.” The main goal that Sam was striving toward was to starting off 
his career by making a statement that would create a lasting impact. Though Sam is not considered 
one of the top 10 players in the upcoming 2014 draft, his name is one that will be mentioned by 
several teams for his skill on the field and not the attention he has received not playing football.  Sam 
in the same interview added, “I just wish you guys would see me as Michael Sam, the football player, 
instead of Michael Sam, the gay football player.” 

“It is like Jackie Robinson breaking the color barrier,” sophomore Siliar Sileewa said. Sam in a 
way is the Jackie Robinson of our generation because he is paving the way for people who are not 
always accepted for who they are and is helping to more fully integrate sports.

About two weeks after Sam’s interview, Collins was signed to the Brooklyn Nets. Like Sam, 
Collins is the first openly gay athlete in the NBA, showing people that who an athlete is on the court 
or the field should not be about that athlete’s personal life, but their athletic ability that defines them 
in the sports arena.  Collins was fully utilized during those ten days with the Nets. Collins announced 
that he was gay during the 2013 season before his contract expired and he became a free agent. “I 
think he knew 2013 might be his last year due to his age, so he had decided to put it on the table to 
show others that what you do outside the league does not matter,” Sileewa said. After his ten day 
contract expired the Nets decided to keep him on the roster for the remainder of the season. 

Collins and Sam are both working to help people understand that an athlete’s personal life has 
no effect on others, and it is not important in sports. The NFL and NBA have given the athletes full 
support and hope everyone will support them for their remaining playing time in their respective 
leagues. 

The BHS we all know as an academic school, is much more than that as 
many accomplishments are being reached not just in the classroom but out of 
it as well. This year, the sports programs at Berkley have had a spectacular 
year, and there are a few achievements that particularly stand out. We know 
the hard work and dedication it takes to reach your goals and that is why 
three of our very own Bears are being acknowledged for their exceptional 
triumphs.

The BHS community owes a giant congratulations to senior Shelby Allen 
for signing her letter of intent to attend Illinois State University next year to be 
a part of their track and field team for her triple jump skills. As of Friday, Feb. 
28, Allen made her commitment to be an ISU redbird. She said, “Between 
keeping up [with] grades and everything, doing extra curriculars, and making 
yourself a well rounded student, it’s a lot and it’s wearing, but the pay off is 
awesome,” She has been working extremely hard for this opportunity since 
her track career had started and BHS is lucky for Allen to be representing the 
Berkley community at ISU. On behalf of the BHS community, the spectator 
congratulates Shelby and wishes her good luck with her future in Normal, 
Illinois. We hope it is anything but normal! Go Redbirds!

Senior Aaron Parr-Besemer, the prodigious wrestler, qualified for the 
MHSAA State Finals on Feb. 27 and 28 at the Palace of Auburn Hills. Parr-
Besemer has avidly worked for four long years to get to the state finals.  “You 
have to find a balance between maintaining your grades and wrestling,” 
Parr-Besemer said. He went into the competition just trying to place and 
ended up doing better than expected, losing in the second round to a wrestler 
who later became the champion. “It’s definitely really exciting for me,” he 
continued. Most importantly, congratulations Aaron, and good luck in your 
future wrestling career!

Senior Amyre Tensley has had a successful year bowling for BHS 
this season and even competed in the MHSAA State tournament. It is not 
common for a Berkley bowler to go this far, and it is a huge accomplishment 
for Tensley. In the state tournament, Tensley did extremely well in her first 
four games as she gave it her all and is really proud of herself for that. “I was 
happy to make it. I am still proud of myself that I made it to states,” Tensley 
said. 

Congratulations to these three students who conquered some of their 
sports dreams. It was not easy, to say the least, to get to these positions they 
were in, and the Berkley community is extremely proud and excited for these 
three exceptional athletes.SEC Defensive Player of the Year Michael Sam celebrates after 

his final home game as a Missouri Tiger.
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The week before The NCAA college basketball tournament might as well be the week before Christmas for sports fans. There are preparations that need to be made, snacks that need 
to be bought, and brackets that are filled out and ready to be watched like a hawk. Here are some of our picks (as of press time):

Corey Lipton ’16, News Editor
Predictions for the Big Dance

Jason Collins is the first openly gay 
athlete in the history of U.S major sports.

Drew Leshman ’17, Co-Circulation Manager

Cameron Cece ’16, Staff Writer
Athletes coming out Leaving 

their mark

Intrigue
Most intriguing first round upset - Dayton v. Ohio State

Most intriguing possible second round matchup - Kentucky v. 
Wichita State 

Most intriguing possible third round matchup - Michigan v. Duke
Most intriguing possible fourth round matchup - Michigan State v. 

Iowa State

Potential suprises
Underachievers - Wichita State and Arizona

Overachievers - Oklahoma State, Nebraska, and 
Kentucky

Possible Cinderella - SF Austin
High seeds that could make the final four - 

Kentucky and Oklahoma State

Winner
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The Michigan State Spartans came into the 2013-2014 basketball season with 
championship of bust expectations. Ranked second in the country according to the 
Associated Press top 25 poll and the USA Today coaches poll most fans and experts 
around the country expected them to be in the top five all year and make the final four.  In 
just their second game of the season, on Nov. 12, MSU played the Kentucky Wildcats at 
the United Center in Chicago in the earliest matchup between the first and second ranked 
teams in the history of Division I college basketball as part of Champions Classic.

Leaving Chicago with a 2-0 record and the title of the best team in the country, MSU 
fans certainly did not give up very lofty expectations for the rest of the season.  Over the 
next 17 games MSU proceeded to dominate virtually all their opponents, slipping up 
only once in a home game on Dec. 4 that was lost to North Carolina 76-65 in the Big Ten 
ACC Challenge.  Interestingly enough however, the Spartans beat only one ranked team 
in that 17-game winning streak, a third ranked Ohio State team who was a 6-seed in the 
tournament before being ousted by Dayton in the first round.  

Ranked third in the country, MSU came into a matchup with the University of 
Michigan Wolverines on Jan. 25, ranked 21.  Although heavily favored in the matchup, 
MSU was playing without the team's two most productive forwards senior Adreian Payne 
and junior Branden Dawson.  The Spartans lost this game to U of M 80-75 despite the 
hostile environment at the Breslin Center for the wolverines, causing MSU to drop four 
spots to seventh in the next AP poll.

In eleven games between Jan. 25 and Mar. 9, Michigan State went just 5-6, including 
a tough second loss to interstate rival Michigan, their sixth loss to Michigan in the last 
eight matchups between the two teams over the last four years as well as a home loss to 
Illinois, a team that was 7-11 in the Big Ten.  

Through the regular season, the 
sad story of MSU’s season was 
that injuries hurt them and their 
talent would never live up to their 
potential, but this changed in the 
Big Ten tournament.  In the Big 
Ten tournament the Spartans upset 
Wisconsin and Michigan in blow outs 
ultimately winning the tournament.  
Michigan State is a 4-seed in The Big 
Dance, but is picked by many experts 

to make a final four run and even 
to win the tournament.  

U of M was ranked seventh by 
the AP and ninth by the coaches 
before the season began.  Coming 
off an impressive final four run 
in the 2013 NCAA tournament, 
Michigan was expected to compete 
for a Big Ten title despite losing 
National Player of the Year Trey 
Burke and starting Small forward 
Tim Hardaway to the NBA Draft.  
Just two months into the season 
Michigan’s expectations took a 

nose dive when they lost their fourth 
non-conference game and preseason 
All-American Mitch McGary to an 
injured back.  Unexpectedly, U of M 

proceeded to win a conference-leading eight straight Big Ten games, including a victory 
in East Lansing against MSU.  Since the eight game conference winning streak, U of M 
has lost to ranked teams Wisconsin and Iowa, and unranked Indiana who did not make 
The Big Dance.  

Since the eight game winning streak, Michigan has also managed to beat Nebraska, 
and rivals Ohio State and Michigan State.  Michigan assured the outright regular season 
Big Ten Championship at Illinois with an 84-53 win and beat Indiana in a hard fought 
battle on senior night.  Senior Jordan Morgan had 15 points and ten rebounds in his final 
home game.  Michigan beat Illinois and Ohio State in games decided by one and three 
points to begin their journey in the Big Ten Tournament, but they lost to their rivals, the 
Michigan State Spartans, in the final 69-55 on Mar.16.  The Wolverines are a 2-seed in the 
NCAA Tournament but are in the hardest region with Wichita St., Duke and Louisville.  

Disappointingly, the Western Michigan Broncos began their 2013-2014 campaign 
5-5, and it did not look good, largely because they were playing teams that were way 
out of their league, but that would quickly change at the turn of the new year.  The 
Broncos proceeded to go 22-4 over their final 26 games including a victory over Toledo 
in the MAC conference championship game to claim an automatic bid.  The Broncos 
however, will likely not advance over 3-seeded powerhouse program Syracuse, for small 
conference programs making The Big Dance only happens couple times a decade, if 
they are lucky.  For Western, this is only their fourth big dance berth, and their first in 
ten years.  Even though the Broncos are just a 14-seed in the tournament, they had an 
amazing season for their standards, and you never know, they could pull the upset.  

All considered, the division I universities of Michigan had an amazing year in college 
basketball.  Three schools made the tournament, including two seeds that are four and 
under.  Michigan has a second seed and is ranked seventh in the postseason AP polls and 
State is a favorite to win the tournament.  The future of college basketball in Michigan 
is very bright; be sure to look out for Western, Michigan, and Michigan State in the 
tournament.

Michigan Madness
Bennett Hart ’16, Sports Editor
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Coach John Beilein and the Wolverines hope 
to follow up their final four run last year with a 
national championship.
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David Brown celebrates as Western Michigan wins the MAC championship game 
and earns an automatic bid in the NCAAs.
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As many of us have seen this year so far in the NBA season, many teams have 
switched to short sleeve jerseys for their alternative uniforms, the Christmas 
games, and for the 2014 all-star events. The nation shares mixed opinions on 
the new jerseys, and reports say that all jerseys will be in the short sleeved 
form, also known as the “heritage form”, for future NBA seasons. Although 
just 0.3 percent of NBA games have featured sleeved uniforms this season, 
the new look jersey that we’ve witnessed on Christmas Day and recent All-
Star Game reminds us that the sleeves we see now could be a glimpse into the 
future of the league’s fashion. 

Many of the NBA players, 
like Trailblazers point guard 
Damian Lilliard and Pacers 
forward Tyler Hansbrough, are 
against the new jerseys and 
would rather wear the original 
sleeveless jerseys. Despite some 
of the complaints, the NBA is 
fully supporting the new jerseys 
and will not stand in the way of 
the Adidas new project. Adidas 
urges for change and higher 
sales need to consist of this new 
flair of uniform.

Track and Field: 
The BHS track and field 
team is actively getting 
prepared for their 2014 
season. This year’s crew 
is anticipating being a 
stronger team since they 
are adding more students 
to the roster. “I know our 
distance team is going 
to be bigger,” senior 
Nicole Johns said. Johns 
continued, “Most of our 
cross country team is going 
to be on the track team.” 
This boost in roster size 
should add to the team’s 
prowess this year and help 
them bring home an OAA 
blue championship to our 
beloved Bears.

Boys’ Golf: Their swings are just about fixed to perfection, and the BHS golf team is 
ready to take the course. Senior Patrick Jackson said, “I think we are going to have a really 
good team this year.” The team is missing a few key players from last year, including the 
spectator’s very own alumni James Michael Demery, but the team does not think this loss will 
have a negative impact on this year’s achievements. “We have people that are returning this 
year, so I expect them to step up,” Jackson said. Players and fans are beginning to get eager 
as the 2014 season is almost underway.

Boys’ Soccer: The field is groomed, the goals are set up, and the girls’ soccer team is 
pumped to play. Although last year there were many new team members and injuries, things 
are looking up for soccer this year. They, with a new coach, will be working on beating last 
year’s records of 7-1-9 in the white division. Participants of last year's team are extremely 
excited to get back on the field. “I’ve been really looking forward to [soccer season] and 
getting back to weekly games and practices with my teammates,” sophomore Lexi Tyler said. 
But not just the team members are eager for the season to start, but the Berkley community 
is as well. The season kicks off at Hurley Field on March 28 against the Lake Orion dragons.

Girls’ Tennis: The nets are put up, the courts are cleared, the rackets are fresh, and 
the girls tennis team is excited to get back on the court. Last year’s girls tennis team had 
numerous new members who turned out to be great additions to the team. Newcomers are 
excited to participate in girl's tennis this year and are trying their best to overcome last year’s 
records of 3-8. “I am so excited to play tennis this year, I hope to have a very good season 
full of memories and good scores,” freshman Rachel Carnovsky said. The season begins on 
March 29, against the Mustangs of Marian High School in Bloomfield Hills.

Softball: The fields are plowed, the bases are set and girls’ softball is ready 
to hit some home runs. With great improvement from last year’s team, fans can 
expect even more growth for the team this year as they prepare for their 2014 
season, hoping to improve from last year’s records of 18-16 in the blue division. 
Many returning members of the team are excited to start playing again, especially 
sophomore Jenna Baker, who said, “I'm really excited for our upcoming season, 
softball is my favorite sport, and I plan to play as best as I can,” Baker said. The 
season starts on March 28, as the Bears take on the Rockets of John Glenn High 
School in Westland.

Baseball: The snow is finally melting, and the diamonds are getting ready for our BHS 
baseball team to take the field. The players are eagerly waiting for their chance to reign 
supreme in the OAA Blue division. They have high expectations for this year’s team. One of 
the team’s goals is to “go to East Lansing for the state championship,” junior pitcher Shayne 
Dooley said. “I think we have better leadership.  [We have] more team oriented players, not 
just players [that] look to be stat stuffers,” Dooley said. The Berkley community is waiting 
for the Bears to swing the bats and have an equally successful, if not better, season to their 
19-9 record last year. 

Adam Yaker ’17, Staff Writer

Sleeved jerseys:
new NBA uniform style is not a 
hit among players

Spring Sports update
Zoe Blake ’17, Publicity Director and Drew Leshman ’17, Co-Circulation Manager

The team assembles before practice 
begins.

The girls condition before the 
upcoming season.
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Iman Shumpert of the New York Knicks 
displays the new sleeved jerseys.
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Track and Field athletes must polish their skills before the 
season heats up, so they have been practicing inside for months.  
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The POPS and 
FLOPS of March 
2014

The 
c o n t r o v e r s i a l 

baseball player Barry Bonds 
has returned to the San Francisco’s 

Giants after a seven year exile, but he decided 
to take on a different role during the 2014 spring 

training as the team’s new hitting coach. Bonds’ job 
is not permanent as of right now, but Giants’ manager 

Bruce Bochy said that Bonds will be fully utilized during 
his time with the team. The seven-time MVP will dig 
deep and try to help out the Giants’ hitters, giving them 
quality game advice while taking a few cuts at the plate. 
The Giants’ organization is not worried about the steroid 
controversy that follows Bonds; they are sure that the 
notorious hitter will not bring any of his infamous past 
to the team’s facility. Many players around the league 
have already reached out to Bonds for tips on hitting 

and are excited to receive advice from one of the 
greatest hitters of all time.

Cameron Cece ’17, Staff Writer

Zoe Lask ’16, Photo Editor

Barry Bonds

Pot holes

Chapped lips

Malindi Lubinecky ’15, Layout Director

This winter has 
been brutal enough with the 

constant snow, ice and sub-zero wind 
chill, but even with winter winding down, 

pot holes are still getting worse and worse. The 
pot holes appear as if small meteors have struck 

the road caused by this never-ending winter. Those 
ugly ditches in the road can turn a good day into a 
horrible one resulting in flat tires that can be quite 
costly to fix. It seems that pot holes are virtually 

everywhere in Michigan. When one gets 
fixed, it seems that another one pops 

right out of nowhere, larger than 
a crater.

Pops and flops

Every 
winter, like clockwork, 

BHS students break out the lip 
balm, lipstick and soothing Carmex 

to prevent the unbearable chapped lips. The 
horrendous, flaky lips do truly feel as repulsive 

as they look like they do. It is hard to smile and eat 
without one’s lips cracking, and most of the time, one 

cannot stop licking their lips to keep them hydrated. No 
matter how much ChapStick one applies, it is never quite 

enough. If that is not bad enough, the final step in the 
dreadful process is perhaps the worst of it all, having 
dead, dried up skin peel from your lips, and having 

to sit there picking at your mouth like a helpless 
idiot. So, remember to always keep a lip salve 

of choice nearby to avoid undergoing this 
disgusting phenomenon. 

    
You walk in, look 

around, and breathe in the 
familiar air — it is everything you 

could have ever wanted. The walls are 
lined with eye popping colors, making it 

impossible to resist the urge to continue to 
explore the mini-utopia. The felt tip pens are  

lined up on the wall with a variety of colors, the 
durable binders stacked in a line of beauty, and 
the countless random school supplies are almost 
too glorious not to be a dream. Sharpies, from 
metallic gold to neon pink, make your eyes 
begin to fill up with tears of sheer happiness.   

Lucky for you, what seems like a fantasy 
world is actually reality, and it 

is called Office Depot.

Nicole Doctoroff ’16, Business/Ad Manager

Of fice Depot
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Students fail test, blame teacher
One sophomore AP science class of 20 all failed their science test, blaming the teacher, school, and the 

Michigan Department of Education for their low average score of 40 percent. Although the class unanimously 
admitted that they made a collective decision to not study for the test, they still believe that their lack of 
studying was not the reason for their collective failure. “I think not studying has nothing to with this; it 
is definitely the school’s fault,” sophomore Josh Longbottoms said. The test, which was meant to check 
student’s knowledge of unit six, was a simple 50 question exam. However, the class found the test anything 
but simple. “Most of the stuff on the test was so unfair. Most of the things we were seeing for the first time,” 
Longbottoms angrily said.

Their science teacher was also surprised. “I am in awe of the class’s performance,” he said. “I will surely 
make the test easier next year.” According to Longbottoms, they were poorly prepared for the test. “We only 
had three days of test preparation and a packet that was worth only 10% extra credit. What kind of torture is 
that?”  Additionally, they had a chance to do test corrections which could earn them back another 20 percent. 
And on top of it all, the teacher agreed to a 30 percent curve. “I mean, yeah, it’s like 60 percent of the grade 
was just given to us, but it was still a horrible test,” Longbottoms said. 

The Michigan Department of Education is very concerned about such hard tests being given to students 
all over the state. “No one has to suffer 50 antagonizing multiple-choice questions, no matter how many extra 
credit points they can earn,” a representative said. “These tests are too rigorous for our kids.”

Many would say that spring cleaning became a fad so that people 
could get rid of old worn-out items and replace them with newer ones. 
But if you have to wait until spring to clean out your garage, locker, room, 
closet or even your car, then you have a problem. Cleanliness should not 
depend on the season; if it is dirty, clean it. It really is as simple as that. 

Putting off the cleaning can be blamed on a busy schedule or 
procrastination, but if you have time to watch an entire season of The 
Walking Dead on Netflix in a single sitting, then you certainly have time 
to go through and organize your room. From personal experience, being 
in a clean space feels much better than being surrounded by accumulated 
junk. Yes, there are times when a room can be defined as an “organized 
mess,” where everything is not orderly, yet there is still a place for 
everything. However, this controlled chaos should not be mixed up with 
a room that looks like a full on disaster zone. So, if you find yourself with 
piles of junk, such as ruined clothes, that have no apparent use in your 
life, then I would advise you to clean out your closet.

The process of spring cleaning may be overwhelming, so start small. 
Maybe go through a closet or desk and then work up your way up to 
bigger tasks such as the dreaded junk drawer or even reorganizing your 
bathroom. Cleaning small parts of your life can impact the rest of it in 
a big way; it can change your attitude, habits and even your work ethic. 
Nobody wants to wait to have the chance to change their life until spring, 
especially when there is no time more opportune than the present. 

Perhaps what you need is not a literal spring cleaning, but a spiritual 
cleansing to remove negative aspects from your life. Either way, you 
should not put the tidying off until spring because you, your house and 
your family may need it now more than ever. It makes sense that spring 
would be a good time to go through since it is an emergence from a 
dreary and long winter, but that is no excuse to postpone cleaning. No 
matter what time of the year, pick up a broom and start cleaning because 
even though it may seem like a tedious task, it is like ripping off a Band-
Aid: count to three and once it is over with, you will feel much more 
satisfied than ever before.    

Do not wait until spring to clean
Malindi Lubinecky ’15, Layout Director 

Rostyslav Yeshchenko ’14, Copy Editor
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Students around the nation are not studying and still failing standardized tests 
in record numbers.

Spring cleaning is not easy, but it is certainly necessary. Tidying up can be simple, or it can require lots of 
tools.
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Since the conception and popularization of social media in the mid 2000’s, the sites 
have been a medium through which people express menial details of their lives, passive-
aggressively fight with others they barely know, and pretend to know about what is topical 
in the world. Yet, there is much more potential in those 140 characters than many may 
realize. Some people have been doing good with social media by using it to inspire actual 
political and social change. 

Twitter, Facebook and other social networks played an integral role in the organization of 
the Egyptian revolutions in 2011 and 2013. Protestors of the regime of Egyptian President 
Hosni Mubarak used Twitter and Facebook to organize demonstrations as well as instantly 
update the world on the events unfolding at the protests. The Egyptian demonstrations 
would quickly become violent, and Twitter provided an insight to the cause and extent of 
the situation. The most noticeable difference of the Egyptian revolutions to upheaval in 
the past was the incredible speed in which Mubarak’s regime was toppled. The revolution 
lasted only 18 days and Mubarak was removed from office very quickly. In essence, Twitter 
and Facebook played the same role in modern protests as pamphlets did in the American 
revolution; Neither mediums started the protests, but they did allow the sentiment to reach 
more people and subsequently allowed the citizens of the protests to organize much more 
efficiently. 

Citizens of Ukraine recently turned to social networks as well to assist in the Euromaiden 
protests. Before the beginning of the protests, very few Ukrainians used any sort of western 
social media, favoring Ukrainian alternatives, such as VKontakte and Odnoklassniki. 
“Twitter wasn’t popular before Nov. 21,” digital marketing expert Maksym Savenevskyy 
said in an interview with the BBC. The use of Twitter has increased as much as tenfold in 
the country since then. Like in Egypt, Twitter was widely used to organize protests and 
accelerate the ousting of former president Viktor Yanukovych, which occurred on Feb 22. 
At least five cameras were set up around Ukraine’s capital Kiev, live-streaming the events 
around the city. In addition, protesters and observers were able to take pictures and have 
them immediately displayed in the world’s eye, bringing many more people to talk about 
it than there would have been otherwise. The attention of the world brought support from 
numerous western countries for the protesters, and eventually, drove President Yanukovych 
out of Ukraine. 

Besides being used to topple abusive governments, social networks are a potent device 
for politicians to reach their constituents. President Obama’s Twitter account has over 41.7 
million followers. His account consists mainly of quotes from himself, giving his followers 
a look into the issues he is focusing on. There has not been such great transparency between a 
president and the citizens of the United States since President Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s 

famous Fireside Chats on the radio. Increased clarity and accessibility between president 
and citizens are often integral to a decent approval rate, which are vital for a president to 
maintain. Dr. Pamela Rutledge, the director 
of the Media Psychology Research Center, 
attributes President Obama’s re election 
in 2012 to his superior online marketing. 
“Obama logged twice as many Facebook 
‘Likes’ and nearly 20 times as many re-
tweets as Romney.  With his existing 
social media base, Obama had far superior 
reach,” Rutledge said on her website. 

Of course, there are numerous 
drawbacks to this online system. First 
of all, social networks will never have 
true journalistic integrity. There is an 
ever-present likelihood of heavy bias or 
complete falsehood in anything said on 
any site, as there is no official publication 
of these websites. It is not uncommon 
for pictures to be doctored and for 
relayed information to be false, either 
intentionally or because of outdated or 
misheard information. Several images and 
videos have been misrepresented or faked 
from both sides in the Syrian civil war. That said, social media should not be immediately 
discounted, but a special  measure of caution must always be taken when approaching this 
medium as a mode of finding or researching trustworthy news or information. 

In this world unified by the Internet, real social and political change has been achieved 
through social networking. The world has never been at a point of such accessibility, and 
that will only increase as technology continues to advance. The world can now never revert 
back to a time when the masses can revolt without notice from the rest of the world as the 
Internet will surely take notice. Never again will acts of human injustice go unnoticed. 
As Wael Ghonim, young executive of Google and Internet activist, said, “If you want to 
liberate a country, give them the Internet.” 

Twitter: A Force for Change   
Kit Charlton ’16, Staff Writer

Life Through The Lens: Memories versus authentic experiences
Sebastian Betzer ’14, Opinion Editor

The rise of digital images has been swift. The 
convenience, simplicity and permanence of these pictures 
ensured their popularity and connected them with social 
events. These apparent benefits mask the sinister effects 
of living in an age of digital images.

For one thing, the ease with which anyone can take 
pictures has perhaps led to the lessening value of the 
professional photograph. When such a large amount of 
pictures can be taken and instantly seen and edited, the 
talent that was once required to take the perfect picture 
has diminished. 

The expansiveness of photography has begun a 
startling trend—people feel inclined to experience special 
events in their lives through the screens of their cellular 
devices. This may have begun because of the permanence 
of digital images being an excellent way to archive special 
moments. The real problem occurs when people start to 
believe their experiences need to be validated by others on 
social networking sites. The question is what constitutes an 
authentic experience? Is it only authentic or “real” if others 
know that you were there? Furthermore, it is important 

to consider the cultural desire to collect memories and 
experiences. Authentic experience, recently, seems to 
have become contingent on the pictures from the event. 

A concert is the perfect example; many people begin 
taking pictures from the moment they enter the venue. 
They take selfies, pictures of the crowd, and pictures of just 
about anything else they think might help them remember 
the moment or at least let others know they were there. 
Once the performance begins in earnest the crowd becomes 
a sea of tiny screens documenting the performance. As 
long as the performance goes on these pictures continue to 
be taken and spread across many social media platforms 
like Twitter, Instagram, Facebook, Snapchat, Tumblr etc. 
Here the pictures will gain “likes”, and other forms of 
appreciation that provides the person at the concert with 
validation that their experience was interesting, cool, 
exciting etc.  The reactions of people whose pictures 
get erased from their phone have become troubling. The 
panic they exhibit in this moment is a sure sign that the 
experience alone is no longer enough to captivate people’s 
enjoyment. A fear that one’s life is not being lived to the 

fullest, causes 
this habit to arise.

The desire to 
validate one’s 
experience; to 
show others, and 
oneself, that he 
or she is living 
a happy and 
eventful life, 
actually decreases 
the value of 

experiences. It is 
not possible to live 

authentically if every meaningful moment is being lived 
through the lens of a digital camera. In the end, it comes 
down to a simple question: what memories do you value 
more? Memories of the amazing experiences you have 
had should certainly be more important than memories of 
an event you went to, but were too busy documenting to 
fully enjoy.

Obama uses Twitter to reach his supporters.

Nowadays, people experience the world 
through sharing pictures on social media.
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The rapid technological advancement of the last 50 years has brought 
about a plethora of opportunities that were simply unavailable to people 
before. You have heard this story before: our phones fit in our pockets and 
carry endless information, the internet gives us a chance to connect with 
someone across the globe, and so on. By now, we have a pretty good idea 
of how lucky we are to have these high-tech gadgets and how less fortunate 
the generations before us were. Yet, we still choose to use these resources 
mostly for our entertainment. YouTube, for example, can be a great learning 
resource. There are thousands of useful videos on every subject, however 
most of the videos on YouTube are for entertainment purposes. It means 
that people see YouTube as a recreational site, even though YouTube is a 
platform for all kinds of videos. And YouTube is not an isolated example. On 
social networks, people tend to share memes, funny pictures and videos of 
cats far more often than they decide to share useful information like a news 
article or a scientific study. I think we acknowledge the internet’s potential 
for vast educational possibilities, however we choose to neglect them.

So why aren’t opportunities to expand our knowledge used? What stops 
us from going on gutenberg.org, a free digital library, and getting a book 
or going on Coursera.org, a free college course provider, and enrolling in a 
class of our choice instead of mindlessly browsing the videos of cats? I think 
after a decade of schooling, we have conditioned ourselves to associate 
learning with a negative experience. We simply forgot how to learn for 
the sake of learning, and enjoy doing so. So what went wrong during our 
schooling years? How exactly did school kill our desire to learn? And most 
importantly, how do we restore our innate love for learning that school 
killed before it’s too late? 

The structure of school is perhaps what creates the biggest negative 
impact on how we perceive education. For example, the normal class tends 
to be anywhere from 45 to 90 minutes long. It makes us think that in order 
to learn something, we need to sacrifice an hour of our free time when in 
reality, learning has no time boundaries. You can learn for five minutes or 
two hours; it is up to you. 

Furthermore, we got accustomed to a system where we expect to be 
tested on things we learn, thus we only care about the grade, not the content 
of what we learn. Such mindsets make us associate learning with studying 
for a test or doing homework, which is certainly not the way works. When 
you learn for yourself, you actually explore a subject or a concept the way 
you wish, whether it is watching a video or reading a book. And you get 
to learn what you want, not what you are required to learn by the state of 
Michigan.

I notice that all of us, including myself, fail to distinguish the ideas of 
learning and schooling. We see these words as being synonymous. Schooling 
is the excruciating 12 years of memorizing material, doing homework, and 
attending classes that you don’t want to take, but have to take if you want to 
graduate. Learning is a self-improvement opportunity, a chance to explore 
topics that you are interested in and a way to develop new ideas and beliefs.

But by the time we finish homework, after coming home from a 
seemingly endless day at school, none of us want to learn something new. 
We think of it as additional and unrewarding work, since in the end, there’s 
no grade, and no college will see how much time you’ve spent learning 
something on your own. And that’s why we are more drawn to cat videos 
and funny pictures, instead of free e-books and educational videos that have 
the potential to expand your mind.

 There’s a cliché that says schools kill creativity. I think there is more to 
it. I think schools kill our natural passion for learning, which in the long run, 
can hurt us emotionally and mentally. With free, quality education easily 
available on our smartphones and computers, we need to develop our lost 
appreciation for learning.

Learning for the 
sake of Learning
Rosty Yeshchenko ’14, Senior Copy Editor

Barry Bonds, Britney Spears, Tiger Woods Richard Nixon– all were superstars that found a way 
to break our hearts. The spotlight drew these three, and countless more of our childhood idols, into a 
downward tailspin that is difficult, yet not impossible, to recover from. Many of us put these celebrities 
onto a pedestal and expect them to continue to amaze us with their talent. However, with all this built 
up pressure on them, these athletes and movie stars tend to make poor decisions that cost them their 
reputation and career. In essence, all of us want to be remembered for accomplishing something truly 
amazing in our lives, but the real question is how much is too much to sacrifice on the journey to the 
top? Instead of worrying about the accolades and technicalities of life we all need to remember that it 
is not how many people remember us but who specifically remembers us and for what.

To be remembered is the primary goal of many of our lives: we want to impact those around us 
by using our skills to better their lives. If we can change enough people’s lives then, in turn, our life 
will feel fulfilled.  On the way to this scared standing, many lose sight of their intention to help those 
around them and rather decide to focus solely on their own personal advancement. When people 
forget to aid those people close to them, they begin to hurt themselves and their own plans get 
derailed. 

Take Barry Bonds for example; instead of playing baseball honestly and for the enjoyment of 
others, he became consumed with his own talent and power and began to abuse the position he had. 
The fame and accomplishments were coming too quickly for Bonds and, like many other professional 
athletes do, he tried too hard to get ahead before considering his impact on others. Taking human 
growth hormones propelled Bonds into first place in the career home run race, however, the name 
Bonds will forever live in infamy because of the poor decisions he made regarding steroids. Since 
his retirement, Bonds has been in the public eye not for his impressive record, but for the lying and 
cheating that characterized his career. There is a lesson to take from Bonds’ mistake: When you are 
deciding between honesty and pleasure/fame consider how that choice will impact those around you; 
Bonds surely did not care to think about how cheating his way to 762 career home runs. But by simply 
considering his giant role in the life of countless other individuals on his team, on and off the field, 
he would have likely made strides to improve his skills in a way that was ethical and would not taint 
the numbers all of his teammates recorded.

The problem with Bonds and countless other sports and entertainment stars is that once they have 
made it to the big leagues or produce one hit song, they instantly want more. Being remembered 
isn’t enough for these people; they want to be remembered for being the best or their life will not be 
entirely fulfilled. A mindset like that is nothing put problematic as being the best leaves no room for 
anyone else at the top with you. Similar to Bonds, who wanted to sit alone atop the career home run 
list, Spears and Woods, respectively wanted to dominate the pop music industry and the professional 
golf scene. Both, like all other humans, essentially wanted to be remembered. At the apex of their 
careers the singer and golfer were equally dominant in their fields with chart toppers and major 
championships coming to their doorstep. But, in their quest to be remembered, both the stars grew 
discontent with being remembered for hits like Toxic and titles such as 11-time PGA Player of the 
Year, and they let their stardom consume them; they became more and more focused on their public 
image than what they were actually doing for the people close to them. Spears’ multiple marriages 
and children, and Woods’ wife and child all had to be dragged along for the spiraling tailspin that left 
both of their careers in shambles.  

Bonds, Spears and Woods all endured the hardships of stardom because they reached a point 
in their lives where they had impacted those around them to a point where they would surely be 
remembered. However, once the reached that dreamed of place, where was there to go? Naturally, 
such high-achieving celebrities would keep on ascending, but they had already reached the top of 
their fields and conquered the task we all face: wanting to be remembered. The only place to go 
was down; whether it be in order to improve their ability or their life, or just for the sake of trying 
something new, these stars wanted to go through a ceiling made of cinderblock and took a fall that 
hurt everyone around them. For all of us “regular” non-star humans, the only lesson we can take from 
these falls is to be thankful for what we have and not be too greedy for what we still want. In the end, 
we all want to say we left a legacy – made a profound impact on those who cared for us – that has 
lasted our lifetime because those around us are better with us around them than without. In order to 
reach that goal we all, no matter how inflated our ego is, must remember that no fame or glamour can 
replace the spot our loved ones occupy. Focusing on our own achievements will end up hurting those 
close to us because, whether or not we become world-famous, the main thing that matters in our life 
is that, in the end, those who care for us remember all the great things we did for them in our lives.

Jake Rothman ’14, Editor-in-Chief

the Bigger they are 
the harder they faLL
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